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DIGITAL & 
HYBRID RADIO 
Digitization of radio across Europe is happening now: Norway will complete 
its digital switchover at the end of 2017. Switzerland will follow and the UK is 
fast approaching fulfilment of its own criteria for a switchover decision. There 
and elsewhere, additional digital-only stations with text, images and 
programme guides offer audiences a significantly wider variety of services, 
available free-to-air. 

Hybrid radio further enhances the user experience on connected radio 
devices, which are able to receive both digital broadcast and IP services, by 
enabling seamless switching of audio between broadcast and IP, offering 
opportunities for personalization and adding a backchannel to broadcasters. 

BENEFITS FOR BROADCASTERS AND LISTENERS 

1. Branding and logos 
Having a strong station identity is key for public, private and community radio stations. 
Devices with large colour screens can prominently show a station logo and other information, 
such as genre and description. 
 
2. Contextual on-air information 
The display of text, such as the current artist and track title, is a key benefit of digital 
broadcasting. Hybrid services that add images – such as album artwork – traffic reports, news 
or advertising may be delivered either over digital broadcast, or by using an IP connection. 
 
3. Seamless listening 
Digital broadcast is the most efficient and effective means of reaching mass audiences, while 
IP can be used outside areas of broadcast coverage. Devices that seamlessly switch between 
analogue FM, digital and IP listening, based on reception quality, provide an improved user 
experience and enable audiences to keep listening to the content they want, wherever they 
are. 
 
4. Interactivity 
Users can interact with radio devices in new ways, for example by using voice recognition, as 
well as being able to communicate directly with the broadcaster. Being able to “tag” or 
bookmark content for later interaction, perhaps on another device, is an opportunity for 
broadcasters to build a personalized service for, and an ongoing relationship with, the listener. 
 
5. Personalization 
The rise of personalization and on-demand is a place where radio, with its wealth of content, 
can be strong. Enabling a listener to blend between linear, semi-linear and fully personalized 
radio can create a unique and engaging user experience, while providing broadcasters with 
valuable audience insights. 
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WHAT IS THE EBU DOING? 

The EBU is active through the Strategic Programme for Radio, working with Members to 
understand, implement and make effective use of digital and hybrid radio technologies.  
 
Across automotive, mobile and home devices, the group works to ensure that radio is kept 
relevant in the digital and connected age. A key foundation of this is to improve the user 
experience for audiences, increasing their engagement, and the depth and value of the 
relationship between broadcaster and listener. This is achieved by the use of innovative hybrid 
radio services, supported by a consistent set of rich and high-quality metadata. 
 
Working with other organizations, including RadioDNS and WorldDAB, the EBU is involved in 
advocating and further developing open standards that enable broadcasters and device 
manufacturers to work with hybrid technologies. The EBU also provides a software platform 
that enables Members to activate and manage their own hybrid radio services.  
 
The EBU conducts radio-related research and development, including the application of hybrid 
radio on new platforms, and brings technologists together through the RadioHack community, 
where innovative ideas are explored to make radio reach even further. 
 
EBU Radio Week takes place every February, with a range of meetings and workshops, as 
well as the annual RadioHack event. The highlight of the week is the Digital Radio Summit, a 
key annual update on technologies, services and strategies in digital and hybrid radio. 

FIND OUT MORE 

EBU Strategic Programme for Radio   tech.ebu.ch/radio 
RadioHack community    tech.ebu.ch/radiohack  
Free/open source hybrid radio tools   ebu.io 

http://tech.ebu.ch/radio
http://tech.ebu.ch/radiohack
http://tech.ebu.ch/io

